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1: How to write a book â€“ the short honest truth | Scott Berkun
Blog writing is not the same as book writing. Blog posts, to live up to their form, should be optimized for online reading.
That means being aware of keywords/SEO, current events/discussions, popular online bloggers in your area, plus-most
importantlyâ€”including visual and interactive content (comments, images, multimedia, links).

Buffer 1K Shares Note from Mack: The goal of this post was to provide helpful advice for others, especially
my many friends in consulting that were curious about the entire process of writing their own book. I work as
a digital and content strategist to help companies with their content and digital marketing as well as helping
them build programs that better connect my client with their customers. Thanks for reading and good luck
with your writing! You need to figure out what book YOU were meant to write. The book that no one else
could write. Four years ago I was approached by an editor to write a book on marketing on YouTube.
Remember this was , and there were very few social media books at the time. I was pitched on a couple of
other book ideas over the next couple of years, but I finally decided that Think Like a Rock Star was the only
book I wanted to write. For each book, you need to explain what your book offers that the competing title
misses. And try your best to pick newer titles. If you propose that your book idea will be competing against 5
books that were all written in the mid s, that tells the publisher that your idea is dead, otherwise someone
would have written about it in the past 15 years! This is where it starts to get serious, and we find out if you
really want to write a book, or if you are just toying with the idea. This is another good test to prepare you for
the process. And writing those chapters will give you a great idea of how long it will take you to write the
entire book. For example, if it takes you 3 months to write the first chapter, that could be a big red flag. This is
where you want to mention any speaking you will be doing on this topic over the next year, as well as your
online profile, your following. If you can get a suitable deal with one of them, fine. I could not, and decided to
go with an agent. The huge immediate benefit is that you get access to several dozen publishers and these are
publishers that the agent works with regularly. The agent can also look over any contract you are offered, and
help you with the terms. For me, while a bit disappointing, this was also a big help. Because most of the
publishers would explain WHY they turned down the book. As long as they explain WHY they are saying no,
that gives you something to work with when you send it off to the next publisher. I should have been more
clear here, your advance is against the money you will make from royalties on the book. Thanks to Andrew
and Don for the clarifications. Before you email me asking how you can get your book idea published or leave
a comment here asking the same, read this post. This is the best advice I can give you on how to get a book
deal. Let me be perfectly clear: I am not an agent, I am not a publisher. So I am not the person to be emailing
about your book idea because all the help I can give you is in this post.
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2: How to Write a Book: A Proven Step Guide from a Time Bestseller
10 Ridiculously Simple Steps for Writing a Book Maybe starting to write a blog is the way to go. I am a mother of 5
daughters and would like to write a book.

October 2, by Kasia Mikoluk Writing a book is one of the most challenging and rewarding things you will
ever do. In fact, with courses like this, you can write a book in just 30 days. Every writer develops her own
way of writing a book. Some like to pump out hundreds of pages of rough drafts, others deliberate over each
and every word put to paper. As you develop a taste for writing, you will soon discover a method that works
for you. But for absolute beginners, this blog post should serve as a good starting point. Pick a Genre Take a
quick glance at your bookshelf. What do you see? Mills and Boons historical romances? Paperbacks straight
from the NYT Bestsellers list? Anne Rice vampire rip-offs? The complete Dune and Foundation series?
Picking a genre is the first step in writing a book. In other words, write for yourself, not the market. Stephen
King puts it best: Your stuff starts out being just for you, but then it goes out. Start from the End Endings are
the hardest part of any story. Most beginners start out strong but find themselves flummoxed by the time the
ending draws near. So before you put a single word to paper, figure out how your story ends. Not how it
begins â€” that can be redrawn and revised indefinitely â€” how it closes. Work your way backwards. What
are the catalysts that lead to the close? What was their origin? Want to write a book fast? Take this easy to
follow course on writing and publishing books by Mindy Gibbins-Klein. Create Your Characters Characters,
not plots, are the soul of good writing. The plot of Catcher in the Rye is mostly superfluous. Characters stay
with readers for generations, the stories are mostly forgotten. This is why you must draw out your characters
before you start writing the book. These tips should help: Write a Character Biography: When was the
character born? What is her name? Who were her parents? Was she rich, poor, or middle-class? Where did she
go to school? What did she study in college? Answering questions like these will help draw a deep portrait of
the character and make her more convincing. What does your character want? What are her motivations for
doing what she does? The essential quality of every good character is change. How A manages to overcome C
and get B is the heart of any story. Rocky wants to be a champion, but crushing poverty and Apollo Creed
stand in his way. How he overcomes this is the meat of Rocky, not the final fight itself. Make an Outline Once
you have your characters firmly in place, start creating an outline of the plot. This is meant to serve as a very
rough guideline to hold the plot in place. Chiefly, the outline should: Give a brief overview of what happens in
each chapter. Delineate the primary struggle in the novel. Show how different events and characters interact
and affect each other A murders B, C takes the fall, etc. Allow plenty of room for improvisation Step 5: The
outlines you wrote earlier will often be discarded as you experiment with characters, plots, styles and forms.
This is a place for you to break the mold and push yourself creatively. Eventually, this rough collection of
thoughts, ideas, and plotlines will come together into a comprehensible book â€” after due editing and
countless revisions of course. For now, focus on writing â€” anything. Everyone has a book inside them.
Learn how to write the book inside you with this course. Rewrite This is the part where most writers fail.
Slinging out a rough draft is easy enough; turning that incomprehensible mess into something readers would
want to read takes time, patience and practice. Ideally, you should give yourself a few months between first
draft and first rewrite. This gives you the creative distance necessary to analyze the writing dispassionately.
Ask sharp, pertinent questions â€” does the plot make sense? Are the characters convincible? Is the pace too
slow? Is the writing crisp and creative enough? Is the story fun to read? The first rewrite should take you
considerably longer than the first draft. For now, focus on pulling the rough ideas in the draft into a narrative
that actually makes sense. There is still lots of work to be done. Editing is the opposite of creative writing.
Instead of spinning beautiful metaphors and creating lush imagery, you have to actually delete linguistic
flourishes. Those long-winded, poetic asides? To make this murder slightly easier, follow these tips: They
reduce into a single word what should generally be conveyed by context. Use Plenty of Synonyms: A man is
not very tired, he is exhausted. Language was invented for one reason, boys â€” to woo women â€” and, in
that endeavor, laziness will not do. A book is no place for lazy writing. Your book should be half its original
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length after a solid round of editing. Consider getting outside help â€” a professional editor or a friend â€” to
look over your manuscript. This is the time to hit the clubs and party hard. Then wake up next morning and
start working on your second book!
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3: The Best Websites for Writers in
That's a big question! Before answering that-Welcome back! After closing the blog for three or so days, it's nice to be
back with you. I missed everyone. But I did stick by my promise, I spent very little time on social, and virtually no time in
wordpres.

Fiction means more than just making up a story. Your details and logic and technical and historical details
must be right for your novel to be believable. The last thing you want is even a small mistake due to your lack
of proper research. Your credibility as an author and an expert hinges on creating trust with your reader. That
dissolves in a hurry if you commit an error. My favorite research resources are: These alone list almost
everything you need for accurate prose: For my novels, I often use these to come up with ethnically accurate
character names. Start calling yourself a writer. Want to download this step guide so you can read it whenever
you wish? Talk back to yourself if you must. It may sound silly, but acknowledging yourself as a writer can
give you the confidence to keep going and finish your book. Are you a writer? The Writing Itself Every
decision you make about your manuscript must be run through this filter. Not you-first, not book-first, not
editor-, agent-, or publisher-first. Certainly not your inner circle- or critics-first. Reader-first, last, and always.
If every decision is based on the idea of reader-first, all those others benefit anyway. When fans tell me they
were moved by one of my books, I think back to this adage and am grateful I maintained that posture during
the writing. Does a scene bore you? Where to go, what to say, what to write next? Decide based on the reader
as your priority. Whatever will intrigue him, move him, keep him reading, those are your marching orders. So,
naturally, you need to know your reader. When in doubt, look in the mirror. The surest way to please your
reader is to please yourself. Write what you would want to read and trust there is a broad readership out there
that agrees. Find your writing voice. Discovering your voice is nowhere near as complicated as some make it
out to be. You can find yours by answering these quick questions: What did you sound like when you did? It
should read the way you sound at your most engaged. Write a compelling opener. And neither is your angst
misplaced. Oh, it can still change if the story dictates that. But settling on a good one will really get you off
and running. Most great first lines fall into one of these categories: Fill your story with conflict and tension.
Your reader craves conflict, and yes, this applies to nonfiction readers as well. In a novel, if everything is
going well and everyone is agreeing, your reader will soon lose interest and find something else to doâ€”like
watch paint dry. Are two of your characters talking at the dinner table? Have one say something that makes
the other storm out. Some deep-seeded rift in their relationship has surfaced. Thrust people into conflict with
each other. Check out some of the current bestselling nonfiction works to see how writers accomplish this.
Somehow they keep you turning those pages, even in a simple how-to title. Tension is the secret sauce that
will propel your reader through to the end. Turn off your internal editor while writing the first draft. Many of
us are perfectionists and find it hard to get a first draft writtenâ€”fiction or nonfictionâ€”without feeling
compelled to make every sentence exactly the way we want it. He or she needs to be told to shut up. This is
not easy. Deep as I am into a long career, I still have to remind myself of this every writing day. I cannot be
both creator and editor at the same time. That slows me to a crawl, and my first draft of even one brief chapter
could take days. Our job when writing that first draft is to get down the story or the message or the
teachingâ€”depending on your genre. It helps me to view that rough draft as a slab of meat I will carve
tomorrow. This chore is about creating. Some like to write their entire first draft before attacking the revision.
As I say, whatever works. I alternate creating and revising. The first thing I do every morning is a heavy edit
and rewrite of whatever I wrote the day before. Then I switch hats, tell Perfectionist Me to take the rest of the
day off, and I start producing rough pages again. Compartmentalize your writing vs. Persevere through The
Marathon of the Middle. Most who fail at writing a book tell me they give up somewhere in what I like to call
The Marathon of the Middle. This actually happens to nonfiction writers too. The solution there is in the
outlining stage, being sure your middle points and chapters are every bit as valuable and magnetic as the first
and last. If you strategize the progression of your points or steps in a processâ€”depending on nonfiction
genreâ€”you should be able to eliminate the strain in the middle chapters. For novelists, know that every book
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becomes a challenge a few chapters in. Force yourself back to your structure, come up with a subplot if
necessary, but do whatever you need to so your reader stays engaged. Fiction writer or nonfiction author, The
Marathon of the Middle is when you must remember why you started this journey in the first place. You have
something to say. You want to reach the masses with your message. It still is for meâ€”every time. Embrace
the challenge of the middle as part of the process. If it were easy, anyone could do it. Write a resounding
ending. This is just as important for your nonfiction book as your novel. But even a how-to or self-help book
needs to close with a resounding thud, the way a Broadway theater curtain meets the floor. Take the time to
make it satisfying. You want him to be delighted with the surprise, not tricked. If you have multiple ideas for
how your book should end, go for the heart rather than the head, even in nonfiction. Readers most remember
what moves them. All Writing Is Rewriting Become a ferocious self-editor. Agents and editors can tell within
the first two pages whether your manuscript is worthy of further consideration. That sounds unfair, and maybe
it is. Because they can almost immediately envision how much editing would be required to make those first
couple of pages publishable. Your best bet to keep an agent or editor reading your manuscript? You must
become a ferocious self-editor. Avoid hedging verbs like almost frowned, sort of jumped, etc. Avoid too much
stage direction what every character is doing with every limb and digit Avoid excessive adjectives.
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4: So You Want to Write a Book? Here's 10 Things You Need to Know to Get Published | www.enganchecu
If you are like most writers I know, you struggle to find time to write, especially if you are trying to build author platform.
When life doesn't get in the way, you spend precious writing hours on blogging, social media and general
promotionâ€”so you can produce a successful book. But your.

It was made famous at Thermopylae, but a web log hardly merits a comparison to an event of that stature. This
subject will most interest students, of course, and perhaps others thinking of starting a literature blog, or
maybe just members of a book club. I can honestly say, though, that writing has been immensely helpful in my
own intellectual growth. If you come away from this post with one main idea, let it be this: Mortimer Adler is
your man. All of these works are fairly short, but give some guidance on how to think and write about
literature. On Style may help out your own style, as well. Note, though, that a mere synopsis is the most
boring form of review, so do include some commentary more on this in a moment. We tend to be passive
consumers of both art and non-fiction. If you enjoyed it, what did you like about it? Perhaps the characters
were especially likable. Perhaps they were realistic or relatable? What made them so? What details did he
include that made the setting seem real? Did that realism break at any point? This may seem time-consuming,
but once you form a habit of thinking this way it becomes second-nature. The thing most everyone notices
about them is the nonsensical humour. Similarly, it took some prompting from a friend and a coincidental
memory of another writer altogether before I could pin down what exactly is so interesting about novelist
Mishima Yukio. So, beyond all that, the actual writing process is largely a matter of trial-and-error to find
what works best for you. I like writing first drafts by hand, and would highly recommend giving that a try, but
some people do better just starting out with a word processor. One can still buy a typewriter, so apparently
some people still prefer that, even.
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5: How to Write a Blog: The 12 Dos and Don'ts of Writing a Blog
Tara Lazar's book blog is a popular resource for anyone wanting to write, or currently writing, children's fiction. Articles
include advice on writing for different age groups, book design, and publishing.

Subscribe to our FREE email newsletter and download free character development worksheets! Guest Column
June 2, If you are like most writers I know, you struggle to find time to write, especially if you are trying to
build author platform. But your manuscript remains unwritten. For this reason, many aspiring and published
authors consider giving up their blogs. That time spent might be better spent writing a book, right? A speaker,
blogger, and author, book, blog-to-book, and high-performance coach, she helps people combine their passion
and purpose so they move from idea to inspired action and positively and meaningfully impact the world as
writers, bloggers, authorpreneurs, and blogpreneurs. As a hybrid author, she has published 15 books and had
as many as four books on an Amazon Top list at the same time. To find out more about Nina and get a free
goal-achievement e-book, visit www. Receive a set of free blog-plan templates when you visit www. Your
blog represents the cornerstone of your author-platform-building effort. You need a platform if you want your
book to succeed. But you know that. Your blog provides an effective way to write your book. In fact, you can
write your book on your blog. You already may have written a book on your blog. As a blogger, you produce
lots of valuable content every year that you can use for more than just blog posts. Indeed, with the right focus
and planning, your blog can become a book-writing machine. The following five strategies transform your
blogging time from a promotional activity into a book-writing activity as well. Book Your Blog If you have
been blogging for a while, you might have produced enough content for a book. Look in your blog archives.
Do you see the foundation of a manuscript? If you want to book your blog, follow these five steps: Plan the
outline or table of contents for the best book you could write from scratch. Find published blog posts that fit
your outline. Copy and paste the posts into a word processing document to create a manuscript. Fill any
content gaps with new material. Blog Full-Length Books If you already post consistently to your blog, you
have time to write a book. Intentionally produce a manuscript on your blog, or blog a book. To do this, write
your manuscript in blog-post-sized pieces and publish them regularly on your site. Yes, your blog readers will
buy the published book. Blogging a book is easier for nonfiction writers, but novelists use the strategy
successfully, too. Take these steps to blog a book: Create a table of contents or outline Break each chapter into
post-sized pieces. Produce a manuscript as you blog. Blog Short Books Once you know how to blog a
full-length book, you can blog short books, too. Short books are your ticket to branding, expert status,
customers and clients, and cash! Today, you can produce 4, to 20,word e-books on Kindle, so do not think you
need to produce a magnum opus to become an author. To blog a short book, brainstorm a series of ten to 30
posts. This year I released an e-book called Authorpreneur: I originally blogged it as a series over a period of
about six weeks. Book Short Books Maybe you already published a series of postsâ€”or many posts related in
some way. Short series are the easiest books to blog! For example, Frank Hecker, published 23 posts on the
topic of redistricting in Howard County, Maryland. He then created an e-book called Dividing Howard: I also
know someone who produced 18 short 4,to,word Kindle e-books in 18 weeks. Most of those were booked
blogs. She plans to combine them into a full-length book. Blog or Book an Anthology If you use guest posts
on your blog, create an anthology. Guide to Writing a Book in 30 Days , also produced within the last 12
months, provides a good example of a booked-blog anthology. It is comprised of repurposed guest posts
published with permission from my National Nonfiction Writing Month and posts I wrote, too. Or publish
posts, each one about words long, and you produce a 50,word manuscript. Publish posts three times per week,
and you finish your manuscript in 34 weeks. Publish more posts more often to finish your book faster. Or
increase the length of your posts to complete in record time. But keep this in mind: So stop complaining about
not having time to write. Turn your blog into a book-writing machine.
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6: The Write Life - Helping writers create, connect and earn
Picking a genre is the first step in writing a book. Don't base this choice on what genres sell best, but what you like to
read. A hardcore sci-fi fan writing a 'new adult' novel is only going to produce a shoddy book - if she finishes it at all.

February 19, at 4: I love reading now that I am 56! I want to write a book like I would develop a website. Here
I sit at a computer all day and decided today to investigate how to write a book. LOL Sonia March 13, at
Completely shamefaced reading every line above. I richly deserve the rap on the knuckles that you have so
intuitively and adroitly brought down upon me and my ilk. However as a teacher I know that it is sometimes
far more effective in achieving its objective than positive and enhancing encouragement!! I hope to redeem
myself shortly and without cutting any more corners. Sonia, I can imagine you writing a very entertaining
book about how to not write a book. A book about the procrastinations, distractions and excuses we create for
ourselves. You seem very outgoing and adventurous so maybe you would consider writing to famous authors
and asking what roadblocks they create that occasionally impedes their progress. Tiffany Johnson March 19, at
2: Very nice and inspiration. My dream is to write my own book. I actually been working on it daily. Just
writing my story. An hopefully it profits from it. But mainly, the experience I went through and still going
through. I really think she deserves this. Tiffany, you sound very brave and confident. I want to read your
book and feel inspired by you and your story. Brian Robben May 20, at Loved your insight that the better
book between the two required more work. Jason June 10, at 1: I know from experience this is true. Yeah, they
maybe went and practiced, but no harder than anyone else, in fact many of the ones I knew, it came so easy
that they worked less than the rest of us. Tara June 11, at For example, singingâ€¦singing is very good for the
lungs, it works your lungs and has other benefits for the body. But is everyone going to be singing on the
radio? But should everyone sing every day? Taraâ€¦ Very positive about your views. Planning to write â€¦
hmmm start a book myself.. Kudos for being motivating. Gandhinagarnu Patel August 18, at 2: There is
nothing wrong with it; in fact, it motivates me such that nothing puts me off. Hundreds of millions have failed
before me at what I am doing, but I will succeed.
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7: How to Write About a Book â€“ Everything is Oll Korrect!
I've been playing with the idea of starting a blog of my own for quite some time now, but I seem to have stumbled on a
problem I could use some professional advice on: I have a wide variety of topics I would like to write about; some of
which are what I would call "fringe topics" with others being fairly mainstream.

Return to Content 10 steps to writing a book: Here are 10 tips for the first step of writing a book: Two
previously unrelated ideas come together and make something new under the sun. This curiosity includes
imagining novel ways to combine unlike things. When you find a fascinating news item, you will already have
some if not all of these elements to expand and extrapolate on because of this shared story emphasis. Borrow
book ideas from history This advice via Leo Babauta is excellent because history is full of daring feats and
surprising turns of events. You could use reports from a disastrous battle and its historical fallout, for example,
as the basis for a fantasy battle and its immediate and lingering effects in your own fantasy novel. Think about
a book that has disappointed or even angered you with its treatment of specific subjects, themes or issues. Let
that gall drive you to imagine how the story could have been told differently. You might not use what you
come up with while responding to a prompt, but in the process you could easily find other, better story ideas.
If the macro view has been done, do the micro view. Reconfigure and recycle real life An overlooked option is
to draw elements from your own life and the lives of people you know to create a book idea. Many aspiring
authors feel anxious about using revealing autobiographical information or the lives of others, but you can
change names and details enough for your novel to only be based on real-life events tangentially. One great
place to find free online courses offered by major universities is Coursera. What is the story? Find out,
imagine, and tell it. You can read more fantastic writing quotes by Morrison on this Toni Morrison Wikiquote
page. Choose a book outlining method that suits your working style There are many ways to outline. Some
like to create a chapter by chapter summary, while others prefer to work from a simple one-page story
synopsis. Make sure you begin by having a strong idea of the who, where, what, why and when of your story.
Your outline should narrow down where your story takes place, who its central actors will be, and what the
main action of the story will involve a disappearace, a reappearance, a great gift, a crippling loss. Be organized
with your outline Organization is key to success in writing a novel. Find a way to organize your outline. For
example, you could: Keep a separate folder on your computer or physical folder for an outline, draft and any
necessary research documents for each chapter of your novel Write your outline across multiple index cards
that you can lay out in sequence for a tangible idea of your story arc Start outlining from a character-based
approach People are the lifeblood of stories, more so than big story concepts. What is their primary goal?
What are the internal conflicts flaws and traits that could trip them up in reaching it? What are the external
forces villains, natural phenomena or societal rules that could get in their way and create story tension and
conflict? The process of getting to that point, however, is made far more interesting by subplots. Create a beat
sheet that forces you to think about plot mechanics This is advice from Chuck Wendig. His children urge him
to leave it alone. Outline each scene briefly before you write to stay focused on its purpose Besides giving you
a blueprint for your story, an outline can help you find the purpose of each scene. As you write, outline each
scene in your book in brief before you begin writing. What should happen in the scene and the characters who
are involved What the scene will show about the characters or contribute to the story arc What central tension,
conflict or unknown will help to make the scene interesting Weiland smartly suggests taking the most crucial
plot points and condensing them into a shorter synopsis as this will reduce rambling and show a clearer
narrative path to the story outcome. Build six stages of story development into your outline For your book as a
whole and for individual subplots, make sure you have covered the six stages of story development: The
introduction to the characters and central conflict or goal of the story The inciting incident: The event that sets
the story in motion Rising action: Plot complications that increase tension and raise stakes so that the reader
wants to know the outcome pressingly Climax: The crucial moment at which all the preceding action has built
to a make-or-break moment Falling action: Loose ends are tied or snipped and the reader feels a satisfying
sense of arrival Reread your outline regularly and change as appropriate Great novel outlines are flexible. The
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beauty of storytelling is that it sometimes takes you into unchartered waters. Rather than change your story to
fit your preconceived plan, revise your map. Keeping your outline updated with any major plot changes will
ensure you have a story compass that remains relevant to your process and helpful. Do helpful research for
your story Research is one of the steps to writing a novel that you might not need to venture into much. As
you plan your story, note down what you might need to back up with facts. Some reliable sources of
information for stories: Organize your research for clarity and easier process Avoid letting research for your
story take up so much time that you never get to actually write it. It could be something as small as the
landmarks of a real-world setting where your novel takes place. To organize your book research, you can:
Create a folder on your computer for each element of your book setting, character, plot and store the relevant
research for each element in documents sorted alphabetically Use a free tool such as Evernote to clip
information from web articles into virtual notebooks focusing on different areas of research for your story that
you can then save for reference While researching facts for your story, have your outline in place first and
make the facts support your story idea. This will help you create a more authentic feeling fictional version.
Reading similar authors will help you learn how to incorporate historical or factual detail with a light touch, so
that the story remains front and centre. While reputable online sources are convenient, dip into print books.
Editorial processes and fact checking are more common in print than digital publishing, so you can find
high-quality information for your story in books. Remember other important book-related research Besides
researching the content of your story, remember to research other crucial elements such as whether there is
space for your story in the fiction market. Put a limit on the time you will spend on research This is advice
Randy Ingermanson creator of the Snowflake novel outlining method gave to an aspiring author. There comes
a point during research when you will know your story inside out. Simultaneously vivid and vague, the effect
is disorientating and absolutely appropriate for that queasy and unsettling story. Research can plug any holes
in your knowledge that could make writing about a specific time, place or subject challenging, but you can
also invent as you go. Create a deadline and schedule distraction-free writing time Set a deadline and work
out how long your first draft will take Consider that the average book is between 60, to , words long. If you
want to write your book in exactly one year, to get your daily word count divide by Aprroximately to words
per day. Realistically, aim for writing at least twice the number of words you need for a draft per day
approximately This will help to make sure you stay on target. If you watch TV every night, watch every
second or third night or once per week if you can be that disciplined and save your viewing for later. Use
distraction-free writing tools Most document ediors such as Microsoft Word now have full-screen modes that
enable you to write without any clutter or distractions. Or see our post on writing apps that increase your
productivity here. Avoid editing while you write at all costs If you really want to make progress during each of
the steps to writing a book, resist the editing urge. There is a specific time to edit and that is when you have
written enough to start pulling everything into better shape. Helvetica or Times New Roman? At Lit Reactor,
Robbie Blair describes his writing space: I do this because I want to make myself comfortable, but also
because I want to remind myself that writing is what this space is for. Make a writing calendar and reward
successful writing days Creating a reward process is a crucial part of becoming a productive and motivated
writer. Keep a calendar that you only use to schedule and plan your writing time. One you hit your target word
count each day, draw a tick on the corresponding day on your calendar and give yourself a reward. It could be
a relaxing, lengthy outdoor walk or a social excursion. Make doing the things you love more dependant on
achieving your high-value goal: Bring peer pressure into your writing routine An element of peer pressure and
mutual motivation can kickstart your writing project. Melanie Pinola at Lifehacker says the following about
good writing habits: Whether you join an online writing group or simply tell someone about your project and
goals, other people can help you stick to the plan. Make sure you communicate to a significant other or family
members that there are swathes of the week where you will be head down in making progress on your novel.
To begin, start writing your novel in small scheduled increments of time. A first draft is not: Read over your
outline often as you draft Read over your outline frequently as you write the first draft. This will remind you
where you wanted the story to go and help you separate what is merely a story transition from what is the meat
of the plot. Limit your focus for each drafting session This is crucial first draft advice via Write to Done.
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Learning how to overcome writing obstacles early in the process will save you plenty of headaches later.
Write badly on purpose. Letting go is an important step to putting in place the right amount of control. Outline
your aims briefly every time you sit down to draft Focused writing is productive, valuable writing. Every time
you sit down to write, outline your aims for the session. Just write, whenever and wherever you have the time.
Finish faster by leaving parts in shorthand Getting through your first draft faster is helpful because your main
goal is to flesh out your story idea into a complete shape that is more detailed than an outline but not
completely polished. To finish your first draft faster and proceed to the later steps to writing a book, leave
parts in shorthand.
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8: The 18 Best Book Blogs to Read in | Scribendi
If you like writing, if you enjoy the bittersweetness of chasing words into sentences, then you might love writing books
too, despite, or even because of, everything I said above. If so, get to work - now:).

Overview The Overview is just that: The Overview should employ the same combination of vivid description,
charm, and salesmanship the publisher will eventually use to woo book buyers. You should prepare the
content of the Overview with two things in mind. First, you must establish what your book will be about. The
Overview is your chance to make them think, Ah, finally a great proposal! Everyone will want to read about
this big boy. This is the shocking and inspirational memoir of a boy who survived the Rwandan genocide.
When he was seven years old, Hyppolite lost eighty members of his extended family and witnessed the murder
of his beloved father. Born in a mud hut without shoes, water, or power, he struggled after the genocide to
gain an education and to learn to forgive the killers. By the age of thirty, he had graduated from university in
Rwanda and worked as a journalist and radio presenter, a playwright, and a theatre director. It does two things
of note: It distills the essence of the memoir into one easy-to-digest sentence. It then goes on to reel the reader
in through a double-punch of drama and mystery. Andrew Crofts , the ghostwriter behind this particular
proposal, explains: Then try to capture that effect to make the subject of your book sound new or intriguing in
your Overview. In the final paragraph or two, sum up the project and end with something that will stick with
readers. A note about the significance and reach of your subject matter is usually a good fit. Target audience
Perhaps your book idea is brilliant. To paint a portrait of your target audience , think as a marketer might,
instead. Editor Patrick Price suggests asking: Whose needs do you meet? People who enjoyed [insert another
book]? Where would your book be placed in a bookstore? The more precise your brushstrokes, the better.
What else should you keep in mind to attain precision? Do quantify the market Once you figure out your
audience, you need to clarify in your proposal whether there are 5 or 50, people in it. Stick to verifiable
numbers. Or that 11, Bigfooters attended the online Sasquatch Summit in These are all digital footprints pun
intended that you can chase. That makes the publisher think that you either: If so, you might want to research
the market of people who believe in zombies and apocalypses. About the author We know. You might be shy.
In this section, you need to shelve your modesty and come out sounding confident in your own ability to write
this book. Keep the Author Bio short and sweet. Exclude all sorts of irrelevant information your eye color, the
number of times you won Candy Crush, etc.
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9: 8 Easy Ways to Begin Writing a Book (with Pictures)
Filed Under: Create Your Blog, Writing Posts/Chapters Tagged With: blogging, blogging a book, how to blog a book,
research, research tips, writing a book September 18, by Nina Amir 1 Comment 7 Things You Need to Do to Build Your
Platform.

Subscribe to our FREE email newsletter and download free character development worksheets! Klems March
15, Thinking about writing a blog? It can be frustrating. Now I currently run several successful blogs,
including The Life of Dad and this online editor blog. I hope they can help you learn how to write a good blog
too. When Writing a Blog Do â€¦ Find your focus. To do this, you must first ask yourself this question: Who
are your target readers? Be relatable, be yourself. What sets bloggers apart from newspaper article feeds is
voice. Let your readers get to know you. Click here to Tweet and share it! Use links within your posts.
Whether you are linking to other blogs or websites that contain great information or linking to past posts on
your own site, do it whenever you can. Order this kit of writing resources at a highly discounted price today!
While readers come to your blog for information and personality, they also need to be stimulated visually. Not
all posts will lend themselves to an image, but when they do, take advantage of it. Respond to blog comments.
This is an opportunity to connect directly with the people who are reading your work. Not all comments need
a response, but be sure to respond to ones that do. Anything that makes it easier for potential readers to find
your blog is a must and friends and family definitely qualify as potential readers. Start out by posting weekly
and get in a groove. As you streamline your process, increase your posting if you can. Limit your word count.
If you have something to say, say it. Readers and search engines prefer to get meatier pieces words or more to
make clicking through worth their time. When the time is right, go long. And, if you do, correct them
immediately. But correct it as soon as you can. Remember, if you ever want readers to take you seriously, you
have to take yourself and your blog seriously. Give it the professional quality it deserves. Long blocks of text
are hard for readers to digest, especially when reading on computers and tablets. Break up your content into
shorter paragraphs, bullet points and lists whenever possible. Also, if you can, work in some subheads. Avoid
trying new things. If you feel it can add something special to your blog, try it. Learn more about blogging in
the online course Advanced Blogging. Follow Brian on Twitter: WD Newsletter You might also like:
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